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Problem

Assessing Projected Subspaces

Clustering high dimensional data is difficult because some features are correlated or
noisy; distances are less meaningful; computation becomes expensive. Our previous work
KeyBin[4] is a clustering method that uses keys and bins to learn from distributed data in
parallel. It builds final high dimensional clusters from every 1-dimensional primary clusters. But it has the following limitations:

Due to the randomness, some projections provide better separation than others. We use a
modified Calinski index[2] to assess each model and choose the best model.
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• Orthogonality assumption
• Overlapping problems
• Partitioning heuristic

Methods
KeyBin2 uses random projections and discrete optimizations to overcome the above limitations. Basic methods are:
• Random projection: a linear transformation that multiplies a random matrix to high dimensional data points to project them to lower dimensional spaces.
• Moving average smoothing: a approximation that captures the major characteristics.
• Calinski-Harabaz index: evaluates separation of unlabeled data. Higher is better.
• Model searching: uses Calinski-Harabaz index to score projections and choose the best.

Random Projections


Create transformation matrix, ai are unit random vectors: A(N ×Nrp) = a1 a2 a3 . . . aNrp .
A vector x = (x1, x2, .., xN ) is projected to x0 = (x01, x02, .., x0Nrp ) with Nrp << N [1].

Figure 3: Illustration of the modified Calinski index for a 2-dimensional example.

Experiments and Results
KeyBin2 achieves f1scores 0.867 in clustering 1.28 million synthetic high dimensional data
points. This accuracy higher than other clustering algorithms such as K-means++(0.821),
parallel K-means(.695) and pdsdbscan(0.445).

Figure 4: left:scale with number of dimensions. right:scale with number of points.

We use KeyBin2 to find clusters of stable status for protein folding trajectory data[3]. Align
the clustering results with probabilities computed from coordinates. Some results(fig5left)
are promising. Some clusters of transition phases(fig5right) need further study.

Figure 1: subfigure(a): 2 clusters with correlated features . subfigure(b)-(f) 5 projected spaces after random
projection. (b) and (c) decorrelate and provide better separations. (d)(e)(f) do not provide good separations.

Partitioning Smoothed Histograms
In a 2-dimensional example, the algorithm builds histograms on x and y respectively. Because the smoothed curves over histograms are differentiable, we are able to find partitioning locations with 1st and 2nd derivatives.

Figure 5: left:align transition phases of 1a0b-1 protein. right:align transition phases of 1a70-1 protein.

Conclusion
In this poster, we presented KeyBin2, the improved distributed clustering algorithm for
scalable and in-situ analysis. KeyBin2 uses multiple random projections and modified
Calinski-Harabaz index to overcome the orthogonal assumption and overlapping limitations of our previous work. It uses smoothing technique to get more robust partitioning
locations. It is able to find clusters in correlated high dimensional spaces. We achieves good
scalability and accuracy in synthetic data and real data.
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